
BEIJING: Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman met China’s President Xi Jinping on
Friday and bagged a $10-billion oil deal, press-
ing on with his diplomatic charm offensive in
Asia. Prince Mohammed arrived in Beijing on
Thursday following visits to Pakistan and India.
“China is a good friend and partner to Saudi
Arabia,” Xi told Prince Mohammed in a meeting
in the Great Hall of the People. “Saudi Arabia’s
relations with China can be traced back a very
long time in the past,” the crown prince said.
“Over such a long period of exchanges with
China, we have never experienced any prob-
lems with China.” He met with Chinese Vice
Premier Han Zheng earlier on Friday. 

“Is the crown prince’s tour symbolic of Saudi
Arabia’s pivot to the East? Yes,” Najah Al-
Otaibi, a senior analyst at the pro-Saudi think-
tank Arabia Foundation, told AFP. “Riyadh wants
to strengthen alliances in Asia - especially now
with the continuing fallout with the United
States over (Saudi journalist Jamal) Khashoggi’s
murder and other issues and attempts by the
EU to put Riyadh on a black list over money
laundering allegations.”

But China is looking to strengthen its
economic ties with the kingdom, as Beijing
pursues its ambitious Belt and Road trade
infrastructure initiative, while Riyadh rolls
out “Saudi Vision 2030” - the crown prince’s
major program to diversify the national
economy away from oil. Mohammed told the
Chinese President they could join the two
projects “to realise more progress and joint-
ly confront challenges”. Vice Premier Han
suggested during his meeting with the crown
prince that the two countries deepen part-

nerships in energy, infrastructure construc-
tion, finance, and high-tech.

Riyadh’s national oil giant Saudi Aramco said
it had signed an agreement to form a Saudi-
Chinese joint venture - worth more than $10
billion - to develop a refining and petrochemical
complex in northeastern Liaoning province. The
Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority
also announced the signing of 35 non-binding
memorandums of understanding, including
deals related to energy, mining, transportation
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Dubai celebrates national days with huge sand portrait of Amir

Amir pardons tens of prisoners 
ahead of national anniversaries

DUBAI: A sand portrait of HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah is seen in the Dubai desert. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah issued an Amiri
decree pardoning dozens of prisoners held
on various charges, the interior ministry
said on Thursday. The move comes on the
occasion of the 58th National Day and the
28th Liberation Day anniversaries, the min-
istry added in a press statement. The
decree no. 38/2019 included an immediate
release of 161 prisoners as of Feb 25, it
said, noting that it also involves the reduc-
tion of penalties for 545 others. The order
contains the lifting of judicial proceedings
against 97 prisoners (illegal residents) and
the dropping of fines against 1,074 others,
the statement added. 

The Amiri decree comes after fruitful
cooperation amongst the Amiri Diwan, the
public prosecution and the interior ministry
to accelerate completing the list of prison-
ers, it made clear. The aim of this order is to
give a chance to those who are released to
benefit the society, according to the state-
ment. The Amiri forgiveness is conditional,
assistant undersecretary for implementing
verdicts Maj Gen Farraj Al-Zokhbi was
quoted in the statement as saying. He
explained that if any of the released
inmates commits a crime, they will be jailed
again. He expressed his gratitude and
appreciation to HH the Amir’s initiative. 

Meanwhile, Dubai on Thursday cele-
brated Kuwait’s national days with a

170,000 cu ft sand portrait of HH the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah in the sands of the Dubai desert. On
his official Twitter account, UAE Vice
President, Prime Minister and Dubai Ruler
Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid Al-
Maktoum posted a clip of Emirati youth
drawing the Amir’s photo in the sand. “This
image embodies the fraternity, unity and
strong bonds between the two sisterly
nations,” Sheikh Mohammad tweeted. 

He stressed that “the love of Kuwait and
the Kuwaiti people is engraved in our land,
hearts and history. We wish ‘the Kuwait of
Love’ and its Amir, the Humanitarian
Leader, a new year of glory, progress and
peace”. At Dubai airports, volunteers with
Kuwaiti flags received arriving Kuwaiti
travellers with flowers, sweets and gifts,
and greeted them on the occasion. 

Kuwait Consul General in Dubai Theyab
Al-Rashidi praised on Friday the brotherly
initiative made by the UAE. Rashidi said in
a statement to KUNA that this initiative by
Sheikh Mohammad affirms the deep and
brotherly relations between the UAE and
Kuwait. “This portrait reflects the personal
love Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid has for
His Highness the Amir,” Rashidi said. “The
UAE has regularly surprised us with cele-
brations of the Kuwaiti national holidays,
which always have a special place in
Kuwaitis’ hearts,” he added. — KUNA

GOLAGHAT, India: A patient who drank toxic bootleg liquor is treated at Kushal Konwar Civil Hospital in this district in the
northeastern Indian state of Assam yesterday. — AFP 

GUWAHATI, India: Ninety-eight workers have died
and at least 200 others have been hospitalized in north-
eastern India after drinking toxic liquor, officials said
yesterday, in the latest case of alcohol poisoning in the
country. The deaths in Assam state came less than two
weeks after tainted liquor killed about 100 people in
the northern states of Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand.
In addition to the latest toll, at least 200 more people
were still hospitalized, according to a statement by the
Assam government. 

Golaghat district deputy commissioner Dhiren
Hazarika said people started falling sick after consum-
ing a batch of illegally produced liquor late Thursday.
The victims, who include many women, worked at local
tea estates in the region. The death toll could rise fur-
ther as both officials said some of the afflicted were in a
critical condition. “The people came to the hospital
with severe vomiting, extreme chest pain
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KHARTOUM: President Omar Al-Bashir named a
new prime minister yesterday as he pressed on with a
shakeup at the top, even as protest leaders dismissed
his move to impose a state of emergency across Sudan
to quell nationwide demonstrations. Bashir’s three-
decade rule has been rocked by two months of protests
that a deadly crackdown has failed to suppress. On
Friday, he imposed a nationwide state of emergency
and dissolved the federal and provincial governments.

In a televised speech to the nation, the veteran
leader pledged to form a government of technocrats to
address Sudan’s chronic economic woes, which have
been the driving force behind the protests. Yesterday,
Bashir sacked his vice president and long-time ally
Bakri Hassan Saleh, replacing him with Defense
Minister General Awad Ibnouf.
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BEIJING: Chinese President Xi Jinping receives Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman at the
Great Hall of the People on Friday. —  SPA
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HANOI: Kim Jong Un and Donald
Trump impersonators were held for
questioning by Vietnamese police after
they appeared in Hanoi, where the US
and North Korean leaders will meet next
week for a second summit.  Kim imper-
sonator Howard X and Donald Trump
lookalike Russell White staged a ‘meet-
ing’ in downtown Hanoi Friday ahead of

a second summit between the real Trump
and Kim on February 27-28 in the
Vietnamese capital.

About 10 police officers later showed
up at a local TV station where they were
giving an interview, and told them to
stop making media appearances or risk
being deported. 
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HANOI: US President Donald Trump impersonator Russel White and North Korean
leader Kim Jong Un impersonator Howard X pose together for photographs outside
the Opera House on Friday. — AFP 


